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Multiple Transfer Applications 
This functionality is to process multiple Dealer Assignments in one transaction. 
 
Guidelines 
• All Intermediate Buyers must be KY Dealers. 
• The final Buyer in the transaction can be either a Dealer (Dealer Assignment or Salvage-

Dealer Assignment), or an Individual or Organization (KY Transfer or Salvage-KY 
Transfer). 

• Customers will not be checked for PVA Issues, nor will the payment of delinquent taxes 
be required. 
o Ad valorem due on the boat being transferred can be added to the Shopping Cart 

after the multi transfer is in the shopping cart. 
• After the multiple transfer application has been checked out, there will be a title number 

created for each intermediate buyer/dealer. 
o If you need to do a reversal of a multiple transfer application, you will have to 

reverse each title in separate transactions. Each reversal will refund the title and/or 
registration fees associated with the specific title. 

• You will not be able to edit multi transfer applications once they have been checked out 
from the shopping cart. If there is an error that needs to be corrected, you will need to do 
as many reversals that are necessary until you are at a title before the error and process 
the rest correctly. 
 

Example of the new Buyer Step of a Multiple Transfer KY Transfer. 
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Explanation of Multiple Transfer Fees 
• If the original title being transferred is NOT a Dealer Assignment, the first Dealer/Buyer 

will be charged $8 ($6 state and $2 clerk reg fees). Each additional intermediate 
Dealer/Buyer will be charged a $6 state reg fee, including the final Dealer/Buyer. 
o See the example below. 

• If the original title being transferred IS a Dealer Assignment, each Dealer/Buyer will be 
charged a $6 state reg fee, including the final Dealer/Buyer. 

• If the final title is a KY Transfer, there will be a $9 title fee ($6 state and $3 clerk) for the 
new Owner. 

 
 
Reference the Title Applciation Manuals for Boats New to KY and for Existing KY Titles for 
step-by-step instructions on how to perform each available type of multi-transfer application. 

1st Intermediate Buyer 

2nd Intermediate Buyer 
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